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Please include all comments for the authors in this box rather than uploading your report as an attachment. Please only upload as attachments annotated versions of manuscripts, graphs, supporting materials or other aspects of your report which cannot be included in a text format. Please overwrite this text when adding your comments to the authors.

This paper refers to a primary care of Outcome patients in concerning a positive communication about Mental Health. This is a perspective of Psychology area that means respect and quality of life with patients who have Mental Disorders.

This article provides relevant information about the care of healthcare professionals who deal with patients with mental disorders.

1) I'd say just to change those terms to not be repetitive in the text: Introduction: lines 50, 51 "A systematic review synthesizing these descriptions of personal…change for "Study about these descriptions…

2) Introduction, Discussion and conclusion - I would make a more objective and scientific description Just. The paragraphs are great and this makes reading tiresome for such clear information.
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Are the conclusions drawn adequately supported by the data shown?
If not, please explain in your comments to the authors.
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Are you able to assess any statistics in the manuscript or would you recommend an additional statistical review?
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